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On the Generalized Sampling Theorem
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Being based on the generalized sampling theorem(ë) presented by the
authors, some series-expansions of functions are given as its special examples,
including Krolls  expressions@). The discussions are also made on the con-
ditions under which our generalized sampling theorem holds.

It
N the previous paper ,(l)  the authors presented a generalized sampling theorem
with some of its examples, which includes Someya-Shannonís sampling

theorem(3*4+5)  as a special case. Recently the authors were informed that the
sampling theorem was also generalized by Isomichiíl”  in connection with the
generalized frequency domain.

Here in the present paper, the authors wish to discuss the series-expansion of
functions in an orthogonal set of functions, and to consider the conditions under
which our generalized sampling theorem holds, and also to mention new formulae
which were not given elsewhere.

Let f(t) belong to L*, and let the following reciprocity relations hold:

F(s) =Ls*f=/a K(.s,  t)f(t)dt, for s fZ B (I)

and

f(t) =L;ë*F=jBK(t,  s)F(.s)ds, for t E A (2)

in the domains A and B, respectively.
From (1) and (2)) we obtain at once:

A
K(s, t)&& o)dt=d(s-G), (3).’

(1)
(2)
( 3 )

( 4 )
!5)

6. I. Takizawa, K. Kobayasi, and J.-L. Hwang: Chinese Journ.  Phys. 5, 21 (1967).
W. Kroll: Chinese Journ.  Phys.  5, 86 (1967).
I. Someya: Transmission of Wuz;e-Forms  (1949),  (in Japanese) Sybkyosya, Tbky6. (%G$~J:  $jj@f$jg
(1949),  B@&%tZ, X%).
C. E. Shannon : Hell System Techn. Journ.  27, 379; 623 (1948).
C. E. Shannon and W. Weaver: Mathematical Theory of Communication (1949),  Univ. of Illinois
Press.
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and

101

( 3 )J &t, s)K(s, r)ds=ri(t--r),
B

with delta function oí(2).
Further we assume that

F(s)=O, for seDCB ( 5 )

in the outside of the domain D. Accordingly, we obtain from (2) and (5)

f(i) =L;ë.F=SD  IQ, s)F(s)ds.

Let F(s) be expanded in a complete orthogonal set of functions:

( 6 )

{a,(s); $, h(~)~~(s)ds=r,-J~,~  Cm, n=integers)J,

in the domain D C B; i. e.

F(s)=Za,,  &(s), for s E DC B.
n

( 7 )

( 8 )

The expression (8))  being multiplied by tim(s) and integrated over D, gives:

J, F(s)~,(s)&=.~$z,-~~  Q~(s) $n(s)  ds=~a.*r,*d,,,=r,oa,. (9)

From (6), (7), (8) and (9))  we obtain:

=+j,  F(s) tin(s) ds) l /, R(t, s) b(s) ds.
n

(10)

If the functions f(t), (&(s)},  and the integral kernels K(s,  t) and &t, s),

are given, then we can construct a series-expansion of f(t) by means of (10).
If we can take

$n(s)  =g(n,, s), for s E D (11)

with constants ;i,, i. e. if the kernel &A,,  s) can be put equal to &(s), then the
expression (10) is simplified into

f(t) ëF  (fr. F(s) I?&, s) ds) l j-, I?(& s) 2 (,Iî,  s) dsn

=+fk) l /, k(t,  s) i?r(L,  s) ds,
n

(12)

by means of (6). The expression (12) gives a generalized sampling theorem(ë).
The points at the variable t:

t=l,, (n = integers) (13)
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are called sampling  points, and the function g%(t), defined by

g,(t)-L;ë*d.=JD  K(t, s) 4)1(s) ds=J, at, s) i-&L, s) ds,

(n = integers)

is the sampling function.

(14)

If the set of functions {.k(L,  s) ; n=integers} is not necessarily orthogonal,

but compIete  and linearly independent, we can find normalized biorthogonal set

{3nI (s) ; m=integers} by the method given by Iizimaíì),  in such a way that

J D
h,z, s) tin(s) ds=L n, (15)

is to be satisfied. From the completeness of the set {&!( A,, s) ; m=integers}, we

have :

pvw, s) $98 (0) =fJ (s---o).

Isomichiîì’  expanded F(s) in {9# (s) ; n=integers}, and obtained:

F(s)=Z b, q,,(s), f o r  sEDCBn

with

(16)

(17)

b,= JDz(~,,  s) F(S) d s . (18)

From (6) and (18))  we obtain at once:

b,=f(kt) = JDm.n,  s) F(S) ds. (19)

Operating L? on (17))  we obtain, by means of (6) :

f(t) =L_--l-F=  F b.*JD i&t, s) 9, (s) ds

-sí(h) l / D &t-(t,  s) +n (s) ds.

The expression (18) or (19) becomes to:

f(~) = J, ds&i,,, s) l J, dt*Ws, t) f(t)

ZZ J, dt-fWjD ds-I?(&, s) qs, t),

(20)

(21)

(10) Y. Isomichi: Research Group of Information Theory, Report IT 67-36 (@&@!.:  t~$#@~~~fij~
j?[ IT 67-36) gq=jjjjE@9 (1967),  1.

(11) T. Iizima: Method of Functional Analysis I, Theory of Bivrthogonality  (E&g@:  -&$ë#&$+g+:&
I, &ajî5%=&)  (1966),  1. zgx@I;li%  - I- 7 I- ~fl~~~!lfi.
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by means of (1). The expresion (20) is the generalized sampling theorem obtained
by Isomichi(ìë, and the expression

g,,(t) =s, &t, s) q,(s) d s ,  (n=integers) (22)

is the the sampling function, with sampling points t=L(n=integers)  and with

gn(L) =s, R(L, :) @n(s) ds=;s,, n.

The idea of the generalized sampling theorem was given by one of the present
authors, Takizawa, in his book@’ of information theory.

If we take {z(L, s)} to be orthogonal, then we have at once

{l~n(S))={~n(S))={~(Rn,  s)), (23)

as was given in (11))  the expression (20) reduces to the sampling theorem (12))

the dual vector {Y+,,(S)}  for {@(A,, s)} reducing to {&A,,  s)} itself.
The corresponding expressions of F(t) for (20) and (21) are as follows:

F(t) =CIF(,d -j-, Wt, s) +n (~1 ds, (24)
n

and

(25)

with the sampling function:

p,(t) =$, K(t, s) $nb) ds, (26)

and the sampling points t=,~,, (n=integers) , under the condition that for the
complete set {K(A, t) ; n=integers} we have a set of biorthogonal functions

G(s) ; n=integers} in the domain E C A, i. e.

s K(pl,,  t) Gn(t)dt=d,, n, for t E E C A.
E

(27)

From the completeness of the set {K(,u~,  s) ; m=integers}, it follows that the
expression :

yah, s) &b) =d(s-01, cm

holds.
Now, let us take sampling functions {g,(t)  ; n=integers}, {h,(t) ; n=integers),

-tPn @I ; n=integers}, and {qn(t)  ; n=integers},  defined as follows:
-.___

( 6 ) 6. I. Takizawa: Information Theory and its Exercises (1966),  (in Japancese).  Hirokawasyoten,  T&4
p. 275. $l@qZ~-: ~~~S~.p~~~  (1%X),  EJlltE,  XZ.
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gn (t)=j-D @, s) +?I (s) ds,

h, (+-SD ms, t) dn (s) ds= J, ms, tmn, s) czs,

in= J, mt, s) ias) A,

and

qn(l)= J, as, t) mfiu,,  s) ds.

From (3) and (41, we have

J, ~(a,  t) gn(t) dt=J, q,(s)ë6(o-s)  ds= iì(ë)’ for uED
0, for u 4 D

J, rl(t, u) h,(t)  dt= J, tin(s) l a(o-s) ds=
1

mn, 01, for uED

0, for u @ D

JB&u, t) sn(t)  dt=s, A(S) .s(~--s) ds=
&(a), for aEE

0, for u CE E

and

JBz-c(t,  u) qn(t)  dt=$, KC&~,,  s) l 6 (a---~) ds=
KL&, 01, for uEE

0, for u CL E.

By means of (3) and (151, we obtain

J, g,(t) h,(t) dt=J, +.j+,  d~*+m(s)  tin(o)=6(a--s)

ZZ J, +ëm  (s) $n (s)ds= J, &n, s) +m (s) ds=Sm,  n,

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

(36)

(37)

for any integers m and n. This expression (37) shows that any function of

{g?i 0) ; n=integers} and any function of {h,(t)  ; n=integers} are mutually OY-
thogonal  in the domain D. Similarly, we obtain, from (4) and (27) :

~pn(t)  qn(t) dt =/-, &n(s) m~c.,  s) ds=6,,,,  n. (38)

We shall return to the expressions (201,  (211, (241,  (25).  They are written
as follows :

J-(t) =zz f(L)gn(t)?
n

f(~) = J, f(t) h(t) dt,

(39)

(40)
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F(t) =x I-%ì)  PnO)  7n

and

I%%) =J/(U G(i)  di,

in terms of (29) - (32).

(41)

(42)

Let ~(1) be any function which can be expanded in {gn(t)  ; n=integers),  i.e.

E(t) =I= W&l(~), (43)n

with constants cn, then the integral operator:

ì=$dr*?  gn(t)  hn(5) =s, dr*a(t-r), (4.4

applied to (43), is the iderttical  operator, in the sense that

B *E(r) =EO). (45)

The proof of (45) is quite obvious, if we put (43) into (45) and refer (37).
Considering (4) and (44),  we shall take

F * (S ) =$, k(t,  s) f(t) dt, (46)

with

f(t) =JeK(s, t) F*(s) ds, (47)

and

f*(L) =s, gn(tl f(t) dt, (48)

with

f(t)=X f*(kJ h(t). (49)
n

Then we obtain, from (Z), (3), (47), (39))  (49), and (37), the following expres-
sions :

= /-, ds*F* (s) l j-, do l F(o)  06 (S-u) = j, F* (s)F(s) ds. (50)

and

llfl12=J,  dt*gG f(kn)hn(t) -f(L) c%(t)

=ZF _P (bJf(L)  ë~?n,  .=z .P (Mf(L)  1

I

(51)
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with the norm llflj of function f(t) :

llfllí=/,  [f(t)l"  d. (52)

The expressions (37), (45), and the generalized Parseval equalities (50) and (51)
are given by Isomichiíloí.

Now we shall Sfferentiate (39) with regard to t, then we have

f(f)=22  f(L) CL@). (53)n

On the other hand, we apply the generalized sampling theorem (39) to fí(t), then
we obtain

fíV)=zz  f(&) CL(t), (54)n

with

From (53) and (54), we obtain

22 fí(&z)  g, 0) -c f(&) !Jk(i) =o.n ?I

Accordingly, from the m-th derivative of f(t), we obtain:

z f(m)(k) gn(t) -c f(LI) s?,ìë(t)  =o,n n

with

(55)

(56)

fCm)(z)  =sr(z),  and g?(z) =-$gfi(z),  (m=integers).

Here, we shall mention an expansion-formula, which contains both Taylorís

and sampling formulae. If a function f(t) is expressed in (39))  i. e.

f(t) =x f-(L) gn(t), (57)n

and if we can expand f(t+e) in a Taylor series, as

-7 co
f(i + E) = mGo  -+fíî  0) 9

then we have an expansion-formula:

(55)

(59)

(60)
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For the special case of F=O, the expressions (59) and (60) reduce to (57).
While, for the special case of t=ik (with K fixed) in (59) and (60), we have

(61)

and

f(Ak+E)  = lgo T-f! fm*_f-(kx)  !$?(lk). (62)

The expression (61) is nothing but the usual Taylor expansion of f( Rk+ E) , while
the expression (62) gives f(lk+E)  in terms of the derivatives of sampling functions
g, at the SaITIphg  point Rkl

Example 1

We shall take the Fourier transforms in (1) and (Z), and take

K(s, t) =zFexp[ist],  A= (-a, + a)

i&t, s) =exp[-its], B= (-a, + co),

&(s) =g(L, s) =exp[-As], D= (-B, 13))

A =n--Kn ---or,  n=integers,  k=real  number given arbitrarily,
B

J P
exp[-_iR,s]*exp[+il,,s]  ds=r,*s,, n, r,=ZB,

-B

then the sampling theorem (12) reads as follow:

(63)

The expression is nothing but Someyaís sampling c3) given in 1949. The expression
(63) gives f(t) in terms of the sampling function sin[Bt - (n + k) n]/[pt - (nfk)  nl,

with values of f( (nz+  kn)/D)  at sampling points t = (n+ k) z/,8 (n=integers). if
we put k=O in (63), we have Shannonís sampling theorem(4)C5).

Example 2

We shall take the Fourier cosine transforms for (1) and (Z), and take:
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K(s, t) =J cosbt), A=(o,  +a),
x

at, s) =cos(ts),  B= (0, +a),

&I(s) =E(L,  s) =cos(l&), D= (0, I),

where X,s are the roots (arranged in ascending order of magnitude) of the equation:

R, tan (Aa) =M, (64)

with a constant M. Then the expression (12) takes form:

f(t) =5-G 1
1 + --wz!!~_!_

(l”  F(s)cos(A s)ds) l f cos(ts)cos(AJ)ds

2LP

ttan b?) -Mcos (/g),
P-R:,

(65)

2A?J3

with sampling points t=l, (n=integers),  and the sampling function:

(66)

Example 3

We shall take the Fourier sine transforms (1) and (2), and take:

K(s, t) =&in(st), A= (0, + 03))
7r

iT(t, s) =sin(ts),  B= (0, +m),

@n(S)=Z(l,,  S) =sin(A,s),  D= (0, p),

where 2:s are the roots (arranged in ascending order of margnitude) of the

equation :

L cot (A,$) =N, (67)

with a constant N. Then the expression (12) becomes to:
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j-(t) = ;z 1

n I_ _~ ~~~~~  _sin (2M)
(J’ F(s)sin(l,s)ds)*~Bsin(ts)sin(~.s)ds

2M

= -+(A.)  l

sin (143)
I_ _sinL2R,Bl_

. t cot(Bt)  --N sin(B t)
t2- A:,

9
n

2LP

with sampling points t =A, (ut=integers),  and the sampling function:

gn VI = t c:i (@?_I?  sin (Pi!)  .
-9s

(68)

(69)

The formulae (65) and (68) were obtained by Kroll(2)  in connection with the
solution of an integral equation.

Example 4

Let us take the Hankel transforms of order Y (Y>-l/2)  for (1) and (2), and
take the Fourier-Bessel series(ë)  for F(s) :

1/t f(t) EL (0, +m),

K(s, t) =t /; (s t)) A= (0, +a),

kí(t,  s) =s /, (ts), B= (0, +a),

@?I  (s) =L (ins), D= (0, P),

with the orthogonality relations :

JB

0
s L (jms) L (ins) ds=rm-oím,  n,

and

w h e r e  j,J (n=l, 2, 3,. . .) are the positive zeros of J(z),  being arranged in
ascending order of magnitude, i. e.

/; (M) = 0. (70)

The expression (12) takes form :

f(t) =2 5 1
b2 ,,=I I;+* (id)

(1%  F(S) /;(j,s) ds) l fs /;(ts)  Ii(+) ds

= - ; ii  f(in) l

x W).-~--t2_-ja  9
n

(71)

( 7 ) G. N. Watson: Theory of Bessel Functions (1944),  Cambridge Univ. Press. p. 576.
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with sampling points t=iX (n=positive integers), and the sampling function:

gn(t)= yJ2 *
-n

(72)

The formula (71) was given- by the present authorsî)  in this journal.

Example 5

We shall take the Hankel transforms for (1) and (2) just as in Example 4.
The function F(s) is assumed to be expanded in the Deni expansion@) in the
domain D= (0, B). We shall take

K(s, t)=t /;(st), A=(O, +a),

zct, S) =.S /; (t S), B= (0, +a) )

f&l b-1 =L (h), D= (0, PI,

with the orthogonality relation :

s

B

0
s Lows-) /;(LS)  ds=rm*s,,  n,

and

where 1:s (n=l, 2,3,. . . ) are the positive roots (arranged in ascending order of
magnitude) of the following equation:

A,/: (LB) +hL (A$) =o,

with a constant h.

(73)

Then the expression (12) becomes:

with sampling points t=R, (n=positive integers), and the sampling function:

g n (t) =tJ:(Bt) +hL@t) ,
t2-2: (75)

The formula (74) was given by Krollí2J  in this journal.
Letting h tend to infinity in the expressions (73) and (74))  we see that they

reduce to the following expressions, respectively:

(8 ) G. N. Watson: Theory 0-f Bmef  Functions ( 1 9 4 4 , . Cambridge Univ. Press. p. 580.

.c:
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/y (&la) =o, (76)

and

L (~B)f(t) = -;- g1 f(M l -F1+;j) - p__;~-  . (77)

The expressions (76) and (77) are nothing but the expressions (70) and (71),
respectively. Accordingly, the expression (71) is a limiting case of (74).

If we put ~=1/2 in the expression (74))  then we obtain

f(t) = - 28 $I f(hJ  l

A:%/’  R,
- X

{(~;+h2)+ $}sin(LB)

t cos(Pt) + (h-$)sin(Dt)

J/qtî-Aî,)  ’
(78)

where X,s are positive roots of the following
ing order of magnitude:

R, cos(i,P) + (h-$1 sin(&P) =O.

equations, being arranged in ascend-

(79)

In the expression (78))  if we replace f(t) and f(&)  by f(t)/l,ët  and f(Jn)/dii
respectively, then we obtain :

f(t)=-2P asp). --3 -- x
{(~~+h2)P2 +}sin (Lb)

t cot (B) + (h - 5)
-------sin (Pt) .

t2-2;
(80)

Further, if we put

h-+-N; (81)

in the expressions (79) and (80), then the expressions (79) and (80) reduce  to
(67) and (68))  respectively.

If we put

h=$, IV+=@

in the expressions (80) and (79))  then we obtain:

with

(82)

(83)
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i. e.

cos(L8) =o,

1
n
= 2n--1
2p -=, (n=l, 2,3,.  . . )

and

sin(M) = (-l)n+l.  (~=l,  2,3,.  . . )

Then the expression (83) reduces to :

j-(t) =2 *gl _$+  l (-)ì* Pt cos(Pt)

pzt2  - (2n--1)V
4

The expression (87) correponds  to Someyaís sampling
for an odd function f(t) .

It we put v= -l/2 in (74))  we obtain :

(84)

(85)

(86)

(87)

theorem (with K= *l/2)

-

J-(t) =a3 p(n.) l

x&d R,

((ní,+hî)pî-l
X

4 I-cosod)

t sin (/3t)  - (h-&l  COs (D)

,/ët-(  t2 -Ii:, 3 (88)

with

An sin(M) -(h--5) cos(R,P) =O. (89)

In the expression (88), if we replacef(t)  and f(&,) by f(t)/,/7 and f(&) ,.1/i

respectively, then we obtain

Further, if we put

h-+&f,

1t tan(Bt)  - ( h - - p )  cos(Bt)
- -

P- 1: (90)

(91)

in the expressions (89) and (go),  then the expressions (89) and (90) reduce to
(64) and (65), respectively.

If we put
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h =  +$-, M=O,

in the expressions (90) and (89))  then we obtain the following

with

i. e.

sin (LB) =0,

R,= y;-,  (n=l,2,3 )...I

and

cos(R,B)  = (-l)ì, (n=l, 23, . . 1.

Then the expression (93) reduces to:

113

(92)

expressions :

(93)

(94)

(95)

(96)

(97)

The expression (97) corresponds to Shannonís  sampling theorem for an even

function f(t).

Example 6

We shal l  take  other  Hankel  t ransforms due to  WeberCg)  for (1) and (2),

namely

and

with

and

t f(t)EL@, +a), &P>O,

F ( s )  =/, K(s, t)f(t)dt,  for v>-$

G, (at) f(t) = s, &t, ~)F(s)ds, for t E A

K(s, t) =t T,(ta, st), A= (13, +a~),

I-?(& s) =s T, (ta, is),  B= (a, +a),

T, (z, z) =Y, (2) /; (2) -/; (2) y, (2) r

(98)

(99)

(100)
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G,(z)=eiYx. Yî(z)  Yy(--z),

under the condition that the integral:

Jm+

P .f f-(t) di<+m,

is absolutely convergent.
We shall take another Fourier-Bessel expansionCg) for F(s) of the form:

F(s) = ngl an b(s), for sEDCB

with

and

b,(s) = T, (La, &s) , D= (a, PI,

J> T,(%,,,a, %,,A-)  Tv(k,a, 46) = rm l 6?n,  n,

where 1:s are the positive roots of the equation:

T, (La, LB) =0,

i. e.

Y, (La) _L (LP) =_L (La) Y, (M).

From (99),  the expression (12) becomes to:

(101)

(102)

(103)

(104)

(105)

with sampling points t=L (n=l,  2 3, . . . ) , and the sampling function:

g?l (t) = T,(at,  Pt)
P-l.:, . (106)

In the expression (105),  if we replace f(t) and f(Rn) by f(t)/G,(at) and

f(&)lG,  (a&) respectively, then we obtain

( 9 ) I. N. Sneddon: Fourier Transforms (1951),  McGraw-Hill. p. 56.
G. 3í.  Watson: Theory of Bxd Functions (19441,  Cambridge Univ. Press. p. 470.
C. J. Tranter: Integral Transforms in Mathematical Physics  (1956),  hlethuen, London, p. 89.
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with sampling points t= A, and the sampling function:

(107)

(108)

The expressions (63), (65), (68),  (71), (74),  (78),  (SO), (87), (88), (go),  (97),
(105) and (107),  are examples of the sampling formulae derived from our gene-
ralized sampling theorem (12).


